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X-R FOLD-ABLE, MOBILE TRIPOD WITH 3D HOLDER
XR-EX339TRIPOS

Category: Accessories  >  Radiography  >  Tables, Brackets, Trolleys
Price: £1,648.24

Date Printed: 29/03/24

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

With our Stat-X you have the most advanced, all-purpose
mobile stand that will fully satisfy your needs in your daily
working environment.

Key Features:

3 swing arm adapter positions
Swivel range arm: 5° left /  right
All cassette holders are 3D adjustable
4 castor wheels
All Stat-X stands are easily folded up in a matter of seconds. It can be transported with the front grip handle on the main
tube, while the castor wheels will  facilitate moving around

3D Adjustable Cassette Holder:

The 3D head gives you twelve fixed 12° positions with a maximum of 35° to either side and can be turned totally upside down
The 360° rotation with staged locking of the source secures an accurate position for both skyline views and head X-rays
The 3D head will  provide for all  portable generators available on the market

Specifications:

Weight: 22 kg
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Swing arm length: 750 mm
Vertical travel arm: 700 mm
Vertical travel stand: 410 mm
Max. height bracket: 195 cm
Weight portable X-ray source: 3.0 - 15.0 kg
Transport size: L 114 x W 30 x H 32 cm

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  

Animal N/A

SKU XR-EX339TRIPOS

Colour/Style Purple

Brand Examion

Good to know...

At Burtons we know you have a choice to shop with us,  that is why we always aim to delight our customers with a fast,  easy, shopping
experience. Making and sourcing only the best products we can find to fit your needs.Price Matching: We regularly check all  our prices
against competitors so you don’t have to.  If  you do find a like for like product cheaper we will  aim to not just match it,  but beat
it!Backorders: All  back ordered items will  be ordered and shipped as quickly as we can to you. Special  order items may take up to 4
weeks. Once ordered a member of our team will be in contact to keep you informed of estimated delivery dates.Returns Policy: You may
return new, unworn or unused products within fourteen (14) days of delivery for a full refund of the cost of the goods, or an exchange if
preferred. This is on top of your statutory rights
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